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Just like us on Facebook! Master Hand SMG4: Steve VS Smash Bros Xander Mobus Nolan North (Speaking) Floating Hand (Waluigi)God of All Games (Himself) Host of Super Smash Bros. MarioValuigi (Mind Controlled)T-Pose zombies (Mind controlled) Waluigi (While Mind Controlled): Everything except Waluigi useless fighters, Waluigi Rockets, God-like power Instead of
Sakurai, he created Super Smash Bros. Master Hand, known to be the all-omit and insanely strict head of the Community Smash Bros. Story Master Hand was made originally to be a mutation of Mario's left hand that appeared in Have You Seen This Landfill? and made a cameo appearance in Flashbacks. Having lost his left hand and driving to his final destination, Mario realizes
that he must defeat the Master Hand to restore the appendage. SMG4 soon scratched the idea of Master Hand to be Mario's hand, and instead gave him the title of God of all games. Master Hand's main attacks are smashing, guns, walking, farting, and saying bad things. It seems his favorite food is ultra pepper. Master Hand appears in R64: Stupid Smash Bros, where he is the
chief antagonist. Master Hand constantly demands Mario Smash Ball that he lost and got stolen from him. Mario disobeys his hand, forcing him to send fighters and mind control men from the Mushroom Kingdom to fight Mario until he abandons Smash Ball, however, they are all backward and too stupid and useless to even fight. This makes Master Hand go crazy to the point he
does it all for himself, weakening Mario, but even defeated Ganondorf, in his beast form, to charge behind him and knock him off the scenes. Master Hand reappears in SMG4: Mario Battle Royale as the master of the new Battle Royale mode. After a game similar to Fortnite, Master Hand gives Mario Chicken Dinner as a reward for winning. Master Hand then revives all the players
Mario killed for the second round, and Mario, well let's just say they paid him back. In the Smash 5 test, it creates problems for beginners to prove that they should be in Smash. Newcomers included Maggie, SMG4, Fishy Boopkins, Bob Bobowski, Toad and Waluigi. In New Smash Bros, Master Hand gets arthritis so Crazy Hand takes Smash Bros. He, however, gets better during
the Adventure mode and returns To Smash Bros. Then he appears in Vs. Master Hand mode with multiple firearms because he is still sick, leading to Mario's suicide. Waluigi begs Master Hand to let him into Smash Ultimate in SMG4: Valuigi Time, but Master Hand tells him he must have a special move before he can let him in. Waluigi soon discovers his powers of failure, and
demonstrates it at the Teletubbie employee. Seeing how powerful Valuigi's waiver powers were, he decides to let him in Smash. However, due to Valuigi is accepted, he loses his powers of denial, and once again rejected. After abandoning him again, Valuigi went mad and swore revenge on him and the rest of the world. That being said, he was technically responsible for the
events in SMG4: Mario and T-Pose virus, and even became a T-Pose zombie before reviving Peach. In SMG4: Mario Convention!, he tries to stop Waluigi from continuing his takeover, but Waluigi demonstrates his new power: Mind Management. With his help, Valuigi torments the Master Hand and makes him worship Valuigi as his master. In SMG4: Mario and Valluigi
Apocalypse, he acts as a T-Pose Army general. Dari, who hid in a nearby trolley looking for a duck while Valuigi attacked the Convention, tried to pull Maggie out of her T-Pose uniform, but unsuccessfully because of Valuiga's power. Master Hand noticed Sari and tried to kill her, and Sari threw at him everything she had in an attempt to give him away, but nothing seemed to harm
him. One of Dari's subjects, a NES controller, collided with Valuigi's scepter and gave him the powers to control his mind. With her NES CONTROLLER in hand, Tari now had complete control over the Master Hand, and forced him to do a bunch of hilarious things like dance and hit the world pose screaming KAWAII. She eventually lost control of him after Valuigi returned and
forced him to attack SMG4, Mario and Saiko, who were traveling in the Death Bus. Saiko smashes the Master Hand with a hammer, but Master Hand eventually grabbed her and helped Valuigi turn her into a zombie T-Pose. He later appears in SMG4: The Great Hunt for Chungus Mario. After Mario threw Shigeru Miamoto out of the window to eliminate the competition of Big
Chungus, Master Hand began reprimanding the plumber for his actions. Mario used a shot to kill The Master Hand, and aligned from Crook to the gangster. In SMG4: Mario Reids Area 51, where he is seen dragging Geno back to Area 64. In SMG4: War Of The Fat Italians 2019 Mario and SMG4 are trying to convince him to let Valuigi's Smash Bros. Trivia Sound Effects used for
Master Hand when he says are sound clips for the headless,hungry rider from Team Fortress 2. Tari briefly controlled it with the relief inspector. Although he did not appear in War Of The Fat Italians 2018, he is believed to have returned to normal after SMG4 destroyed Valuiga's headquarters. I have no idea what's going on. 2i.imgur.com/Pu2AsH page... From SmashWiki, Super
Smash Bros. Wiki Waluigi has above average air speed but below the average drop rate, making it floating. Valuigi has a very high jump and double jump, being tied with Luigi for height. Title Injury Description Neutral Attack 1.8% Jabs forward twice and then kicks forward. The first two strikes can block. 1,8% 3,4% tilts 7% of the opponent's screws with your finger. deals are a
good rollback. Slope up 9.5% 9.5% Top. Deals are good damage and rollbacks. Down slope 7.5% Slides his shoes. He can travel opponents at low percent. Dash attacks 12% Spins around and poses. So is Mega Man. The forward breaks 14% of his tennis racket. It can reflect shells. He can KO middleweights starting at 110%, however his high lag makes it a risky move. Up
smash, 15% back head up. Looks like Vacio. Down smash 15%, spins around. Neutral air 9% (clean), 5.5% (late) back legs around. Waluigi is the best runaway combo as he comes out relatively early as well as a great combo starter, as he has a very low-end lag but an unfavorable placement hitbox. Forward air 10% (hand), 4% (hand) karate chop. The downward blow is a
splash, while a weak kick fails to KOing on realistic percentages. Back air 9% back strike. Can KO averages at around 140%. Up the air 9.5% clicks kicking up. Down air 12% stomps down. Capable of a thorn at the end of his boots. Grab the grips in front of him. Pummel 1% Knees them. The forward throws 12% of the opponent's crumple into the tennis ball and beats his
opponent with a tennis racket. Back throw 3% (throw), 8% (kick) throws the opponent into the air and kicks them back. At low percentages, this can result in rear air or a dash of attack. Up throw 7% throws the opponent up. This can cause a series of antennas to high interest, and can be used for 50/50 before the air is killed. Down throw 5% of the opponent's buries. Floor attack
7% Swing legs on both sides starting from the front. The edge of the 9% Football attack slips on stage. Neutral special serve 8% (Ball 2 similar to the Wii Fit trainer's hand special. Has a slim hitbox, and only hits once. Down Special Bone Hit 0% Jumping and falls into the dice block. Will lower or positive effect his stats for 8 seconds (or if he dies.) 1-3: Reduces his stats by
×0.5.5.6: Get super armor and ×1.5 more damage. Like 4-6, but the attack case is more hittun for opponents. 10 : Same as 7-9, but Valuigi is golden. The final Smash Waluigi Final 70% (Tennis Ball) 90% (Rocket) has 2 variations. If the enemy is near Valuigi, he will swing the racket to cause huge damage and roll back. If he is further fit opponent, he will serve the tennis ball
horizontally. Falls from the sky and strikes a pose. Before the jibe: Poses five times, saying: WAH HAH HEH HEH HAH. Side of the jibe: Poses and says: Wa haha! Downward jibe: Points his finger down, and says: Kneeling, Victory theme: the same as Vasio. Backs around and poses, saying: WAA, WAA, WAA! After defeating Vasio, all fights are tag tag Credits roll after
completing Classic Mode. Completing it as Waluigi has Waluigi Pinball to accompany the credits. Since it is a new release, the true viability of Valuigi is unknown. Famous players are inactive to edit Smash娃啊居然 - Although not as well known as many other Waluigi players, he has been known to have helped develop Waluigi metagames from day one, earning him the respect of
every player in China and other countries. Without him, Valuigi's metagame would have been stagnant, and he proved himself that Valuigi was top-level. Rest in Peace Smash娃啊居然; everybody misses you. Show trailer (edit) trailer (edited) waluigi master hand gif. waluigi vs master hand
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